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Coming this May is a new approach to astrology, a single system that will support your laptop
and desktop, but also your mobile smart phone, iPad/tablet, and even provide you with an
online professional astrology system via your web browser – all in one package and for less
than $100.
The heart and kernel of the system is a compact downloadable application sized for laptop use,
but it also runs on desktops, of course. The Blue*Star system also supports mobile devices like
smart phones (iPhone, Android, etc.) and tablets like the iPad and others. In addition, the
system has a robust web component that can be accessed wherever you have a web
connection or Wi-Fi, on the go or at home.
Blue*Star will satisfy the technical demands of professional astrologers but also provide a wide
variety of easy-to-use features for the amateur and those new to astrology.
With the Blue*Star system astrology is always as near as your smart phone, iPad, Wi-Fi, and
web browser, and of course also on your laptop or desktop. It is all astrology, all the time, and
the Blue*Star system has two main modes, including an Interpretation Mode that requires no
astrological experience and contains no astrological jargon, just plain English.
In Calculation Mode, Blue*Star has many of the standard features that professional astrologers
have come to expect from computer software, including a wide variety of standard (and graphic)
chart wheels, progressions, transits, and the ability to display results on multiple chart wheels
and printouts.
For those new to astrology, Blue*Star also has an Interpretation Mode, which requires no
astrological knowledge to use. Just enter your birth date/ year and look at yourself, your friends,
and family in a dozen powerful ways, all interpreted by astrologer Michael Erlewine in easy-toread, graphically illustrated, PDF format on-screen.
The Blue*Star laptop application runs on the PC and Windows, but the Blues*Star Web and
mobile programs work on both PC and Mac, and on all smart phones, tablets, and major web
browsers.
Available May of 2012
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